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only slightly from the treaty of May 26, 1926, but it provided
for its automatic renewal every five years, and it did not contain
the clauses regarding arbitration and conciliation, as these were
dealt with in a separate agreement.
SLAWEK JUSTIFIES AEKEST OF DEPUTIES
Towards the end of January the Seym once more discussed the
question of the deputies who had been imprisoned at Brest and
other places. The debate was long and stormy, as there was a
good deal of feeling on the subject, and not a few Poles thought
that Poland had suffered in her credit abroad because of these
imprisonments. Slawek put the case for the Government in a
vigorous speech: he said that order had to be maintained in the
State, and that this involved taking action against the Centrolew
with its "mad agitation," the results of which had been seen in
the streets of Warsaw (September 1930) when in a conflict
between the police and partisans of the Left, who insisted on
making a demonstration forbidden by the authorities, blood
was shed and several lives lost. Respecting the allegations connected
with Brest he said he made personal inquiry and ascertained
that discipline was severe in the prison, but was not made more
severe for the deputies than for anyone else; there had been
no cruelty or torture. Slawek recalled that at the Cracow Congress
in June 1930 President Moscicki had been accused of partiality
and his resignation demanded; and that the good faith of Poland
had been attacked when the congress declared that the Polish
democracy would never recognize a foreign loan obtained by
the existing Government. He concluded by saying the Govern-
ment hoped that "in the future it would not be necessary, in
order to overcome anarchy, to have recourse to such rigorous
measures/' The Seym supported the Government by 232 votes
to 150.
SABOTAGE CAMPAIGN IN EASTERN GALICIA
Another subject discussed towards the end of January 1931
was the Ukrainian question in its recent developments. As far
back as July 1930 there were clear indications of a campaign

